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Abstract— Architectural design thinking and teaching 

architecture theory courses has long been separated ,which  

causes a gab between theory and practice , during this study, we 

used a new teaching approach, based on the integration between  

two different  methods of teaching techniques (TRPN)  

methodology in teaching architecture theory  courses and  

Brainstorming technique in design studio. Hopping to reduce 

the gap between architecture theory course and undergraduate 

design  projects, trying to enhance undergraduate architecture 

student thinking. Thus, this research tries to investigate and test  

this approaches for undergraduate students (N = 32-40) 

at MTI university- design department of 2 rd- (second term) -3 

rd (term first) architecture student for two semesters 

at MTI university, by the jury (external), collection via 

questionnaires . The research aimed to develop creativity 

thinking in two consequences programs theory and design more 

than two terms, these studies combining several aspects, 

and  used some techniques including learning; participate in 

lectures, readings, and documentaries followed by operating 

groups to produce final mapping and visual representations and 

group projects. 

 

Keywords— The Teaching-Research-Practice Nexus, Brain 

storming, design creativity  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Architecture creativity has discussed in many researchers as 

the primary catalyst for stimulating students thinking and 

decisions, thus Improvement of students’ creativity thinking 

has always been a complicated process, it has not been an 

organized process in sciences and art [6] ; it's a skill that 

should be fostered altogether disciplines and across all 

intellectual and social areas [1] .       

        Many studies concerned about integrated Architectural 

design and Architectural theoretical studies, schools of 

architecture still construct a division between theoretical and 

applied teaching in the basic curricular [6] [31], through stages 

of teaching, and practical training ,due to different 

philosophies on curriculum, teaching methods, architectural 

design teaching and architectural history teaching methods 

[17]. From this theoretical knowledge is essential to change 

Students’ perspective, Studying the historical and architect 

previous works, for making better understanding of design 

methods and philosophies, which helps to enhance their 

design abilities, and creativity [17] [9].  

 Architecture theory teaching objectives and plan under the 

new pedagogy combining history, culture, ecology,  

technology, special lectures on Comparisons between Eastern 

and Western Architecture Cultures [23] (TRPN) was a frame 

work in several engineering studies Li, W. (2018).  A 

Research on Undergraduate Architecture, Krause: Nexus A 

guide for academics and policy-makers in higher education, 

(TRPN) as a framework for the implementation of Theory 

courses in Architecture department, according to different 

philosophies and techniques on curriculum, teaching methods 

(TRPN) [10 ] [13].  

 Brainstorming (BS) in design which techniques for 

fostering group creativity to achieve unusual solutions to 

practical problems [8]. Brainstorming is still the most widely 

adopted technique for groups to explore new approaches to a 

problem or a project. It's frequently applied, expecting an 

increase in both productivity and creativity [5]. This process 

needs several stages and requires suitable conditions such as 

,relation of the teacher and student  ,suitable atmosphere 

within the working environment, creative tasks(sketching, 

conceptual prototyping), student research activities reports and 

paper presentations[29].The creative brainstorming techniques 

is wider than student creative thinking it is Responding to one, 

specific problem or question and the way the student could 

express his suggestions or ideas quickly and spontaneously, 

during this research used Nominal brainstorming (NBS) 

technique which suitable for design courses, and individual 

design project .This research is an investigating to discover a 

new approach method which used two different technique in 

the theatrical subject (TRPN),and Brainstorming technique in 

deign course the research could be a trying to connect between 

theoretical approach and also the application in design courses 

for improving the creative thinking and focus on the  student 

attitudes, and activities in respect to the nexus, also a 

synergies between research-teaching and teaching-research, 

and additionally, synergies in respect to connections to design 

issue. It is essentially for improving student design creativity 

in architecture design. 

1-LITERAL REVIEW  

1-1BRAINSTORMING  

IN debited It is not new to use BS in design studio it has 

several faces and techniques  it was in the beginning of In the 

Bauhaus teaching ,which concern with The relationship 

between the student-lecture and teachers , education through 

stages covering all the necessary practical and scientific 

education for apprenticeship,  the teacher  was more passive,  

and a guide to the student in the design [11]  . in some  
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researches  grouping in brainstorming is less productive than 

individual brainstorming [6]  . In an interactive group, each 

member can unconsciously snoop the efforts and productivity 

of others ,which in turn results in social comparison that 

might give rise to social matching or more precisely, “social 

loafing” [3]  .Social loafing appears when individuals show a 

tendency to conform to peers, i.e., they give less effort in a 

coaction group because responsibility is dispersed to generate 

as many ideas as possible as  until these ideas take shape, 

they begin to inspire a new and even better ideas 

[6],brainstorming in design process methodology :  

Empathize : Conduct research in order to develop knowledge 

about what your users do say think, and feel, that idea 

generation is only a part of the creative process and not a goal 

in itself  Fig(1)   [23], 

• Define: Analyze the information about your users to 

define the core problem in a human-centered 

manner. 

• Ideate: Generate ideas and look for alternative ways 

to view the problem, generate ideas by free 

association [18].  

• Prototype: Build tactile representations of your idea 

to understand which features work and which do 

not.  

• Test: Go back to your users with your prototype and 

get feedback Design Thinking is not as linear as it 

sounds. Each stage can take you back and forth as 

you learn about your users and test prototypes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 BRAINSTORMING NBS TECHNIQUE IN DESIGN  

TBS is the first form of idea generation where group 

members actively participate in active Conversation and 

interaction by sharing their ideas at the same time . It helps in 

imagination produce  large quantity of ideas, ruling out 

criticism, freewheeling, and combining ideas  .NBS technique 

where group members can generate ideas individually 

without communicating with other members of the same 

group [14]. Possible reason for this preference can be 

attributed to the NBS’s role as a mediator in meeting the 

demands of the additive task through producing the largest 

number of ideas EBS has been introduced as a means for 

group members to facilitate idea generation simultaneously. It 

involves the use of online resources and tools such as e-mail, 

browser-based systems, chat, and discussion forums to 

support the discussion process [4]. In some situations ,when 

using certain BS techniques, individuals/teams may tend to 

generate a large quantity of ideas[14] [2] they discuss the best 

technique in education according to the specialist  NBS  in 

design creativity connector for altering the generation of 

ideas and originality among students. The use of these tools 

was to advance the NBS environment through exposing 

individuals to relevant clues. We believe that this method 

may enable the students to generate, evaluate and select the 

most relevant ideas and to form teams for project execution 

[15]. NBS revealed its potential application for ensuring a 

sufficient use of resources among members, thus making 

better quality decisions. Both TBS and NBS techniques are 

believed to create feasible sharing rules that can stimulate 

students ‘positive behavior to creatively solve complex 

problems. 

2- TEACHING RESEARCH NEXUS 

 Teaching Research Nexus” (TRN) has become well-known 

describing a relationship between the two academic activities, 

which is need to be equally integrated into the academic 

education [18]. it help students' academic capabilities and 

improving their lifelong learning ability; development of 

students' capacity for independent learning [16]The aim is to 

equip students on the basis of integrated thinking with skills 

and the determination for decision-making in order to be able 

to make practical decisions that are generally acceptable in 

practice[29]. 

There are several frameworks and models describing the 

nexus from different perspectives. In order to study the links 

between research and teaching, there was a theoretical 

framework for   developing different types of teaching 

activities, but also on other more comprehensive aspects of 

the nexus. According (Healey ) [14] there are different ways 

of including research in teaching activities, a model based on 

the work by Griffiths [18].In these model students can be 

regarded as either participants or audience. The two axes in 

the model lead to four different types of teaching activities: 

research-tutored, research-based, research-led and research-

oriented [12]. 

According to Neumann (1992) framework there are three 

types of links between research and teaching [5] : 

• The tangible connection this type of nexus, relates to the 

researchers ’Knowledge, based on student own research 

but also on knowledge obtained in their field of research, 

which they include in their teaching .  

• The intangible connection this type of nexus and relates 

to several aspects as the approaches and attitudes one has 

towards knowledge including having a critical view and 

being positive towards learning. means that the student  

have to review and reflect upon student  own[21]. 

• The global connection the third type, the global nexus, 

entails a perspective on all the research conducted at a 

department and all the teaching offered, thus this third 

type describes how the educational programmers and 

curricula are influenced by the research at departmental 

level[21].  

According to (Krause et al. 2008) Nexus  helps students 

'academic capabilities and improving their lifelong learning 

ability [15]; (Fig2) development of students' capacity to 

conduct research and development of students 'capacity for 

independent learning [5] 

 

 

FIG(1) BRAINSTORMING STEPS AND DESIGN THINKING[24]   
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2.1 TRPN IMPLEMENTATION IN THEORY COURSES 

 Theory is essential to transition beyond our current methods 

of practice to question  or critically examine what we already 

experience or what exists in the world which 

is available for reproduction[6] 

 Theory offers students a different way in which to ‘see’ a 

problem in order to move beyond direct experiences of the 

world, theory needs to be incorporated into building design, 

new methods of design, architectural theory is part of several 

sciences history, design ideology, sociology, and part 

aesthetic judgment. Therefore, Theories in architecture often 

emerge from less formalized, more individualistic paradigms 

.Many architectural theories are the writings of individual 

architects., not necessarily rooted in objective Empirical [29] 

Architectural theory is vast and diverse, and encompasses at 

least three main areas: 

• Theories of architectural technology: principles of 

structure, ventilation, drainage, lighting, etc. 

• Theories of architectural history: social phenomena and 

patterns, linguistic analyses, Analyses of physical 

artifacts, etc. 

• Theories of architectural design: organizational 

strategies, design methods, spatial Concepts, aesthetic 

judgments 

Teaching TRPN exemplification through presentations 

(lectures, assignment, workshops at the university), fostering 

the trans disciplinary communication, publications [22]. 

3-CASE STUDY 

3.1 FIRST CASE STUDY TRPN APPLICATION IN THEORY COURCES 

The study was divided to two sectors first the application of 

TURN methodology  on theoretical courses (Modern 

Architecture ,Theory IV) tack in consideration the  aims and 

outcome of the courses and the time table according to the 

university each course was 12 week for two hours  weekly,  It 

is been studied  on  model outcomes for two consecutive 

academic years  2018/2019 and 2019/2020 first term MTI 

University , the practical implementation in Modern 

Architecture & Theory of Architecture IV courses  teaching 

includes the following activities Observe (video, PPT), read 

(article), and reflect (Important questions, assessment) 

.Modern Architecture  clomusply course for student who 

finished design 2 course , Theory of Architecture IV for the 

student who finished design three and theory III courses both 

courses are discussion the main principles of architecture 

thinking methodology and the development of main 

principles of theory. 

First sector of the study ,The study brought together between 

two frame works of Nuex the intangible& the global 

connection in theory architecture courses:  

• The intangible connection (Individual) has towards main 

knowledge throw  (lectures – general discussion – 

personal sketch(weekly) to analysis the main thinking of 

the architecture school or trend) this assignment aimed to 

deep understanding for the main concept of the course . 

It is the philosophy of the practice that defines the 

rationale by which they produce particular solutions to 

definitive problems. Rationalism, Empiricism, 

structuralism, post-modernism, de-constructivism 

structuralism and phenomenology are some directions 

from philosophy influencing architecture. 

• The global connection a perspective on the student 

application and extent of benefit of the theoretical study 

on his own thinking ,opinion in architecture generally 

and the ability to criticism on architecture project that 

show throw a project of redesign a building for an 

architect as a case study for a team working for group (5-

6) , this project aimed to help the student to connect the 

theoretical approach  with design in plans ,elevation and 

mass, helping the student to imagine how this architect 

was thinking and what was his priority in design and 

why ,also see the important of other project. 

 
(Fig2)Methodological correlation within the components of the 

TRPN,( Petra &, Lukas & Michelle 2018) 
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Table (2) Using brain storming technique in design courses  
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3.2Second case study  TRPN  technique and Brainstorming in 

design stduio 

The second sector  applicate the TRPN  technique in theory to 

improve the design brainstorming This is important to 

connect the design studios and theoretical courses. Within the 

studio can be relatable to architectural practice, students learn 

to ‘think architecturally’ [2] ,students should spend their time 

learning how to bring things together, synthesizes it is a 

required central skill [2]. From this approach the research has 

designed a methodology in using brain storming in design 

courses Design II , Design III Table [1] . 

 

4-FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

After completing the two courses of theory and two design 

courses ,  students were asked to fill in a questionnaire were 

non-anonymous, their answers were used to analyses other 

questions, The initial questionnaire was divided into two 

sections; first about the  method of courses teaching  

technique ,. The second section consisted of open-ended 

questions about how they perceive Collaborative work. The 

answers of initial questionnaires were meant to help in 

evaluating the theoretical course teaching method and it 

relation to improving design creativity Two data gathering 

and assessment tools were designed and applied in order to 

achieve the research goal as follows: 

(a)  Two Design  courses product 

(b) Theory research project. 

(c) Student Questionnaire. 

Students were asked about their experience in both 

experiments, therefore the findings of the questionnaire about 

the two approaches which investigate the following: 

• The relation between the teaching technique in 

theory courses and the impact on the student              

creativity improvement. 

• The student opining on the number of theory courses   

• from student on their opinion, ideas and TRPN 

implementation development, critical reflection on 

the own status . 

THE INITAIAL RESULAT  

The initial questionnaire was answered by 100% - 42 

student participants in the Architecture theory courses 

and Architecture design in the beginning they were asked 

about the number of theory courses  was enough 50% 

was agreed it was enough ,33% say it may be enough 

 

 
 

Fig(3) The student  group theory project using  global connection in 

TRPN  technique  (Author ) 

 

 

 

 
Fig (4) samples from The student projects and the impact of theory course 

on their different thinking and inspiration 
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that mean they think they need more courses  which 

discuss the same concept ,7% think it’s not enough to 

improve their thinking in design, This percentage lead us 

to see that the students have good impact in learning 

theory according this (TRPN)  and need more courses .  

fig (5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• On the survey question did the technique in teaching 

design and theory impact in your thinking 64.5% 

was agreed and fielded that teaching technique has a 

good role in improve their thinking ,19% not sure 

,16.7% don’t feel any different in this technique in 

developing their thinking , This percentage lead us 

to see  that the students need a new  teaching 

technique  Fig (6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• On the survey question the best technique in 

teaching theory course the comparison between the 

architect design thinking and similar projects   

26.2%  ,Studying the relation between time period 

and the architecture  trend for the architect and 

architecture thinking 19%, Studying architect 

thinking and his design ideas in the project  42.9%, 

Models and Mass design 11.9%,This percentage 

lead us to see that theory architecture was more 

effective on improve their thinking, the student 

interest on the question haw the architect could think 

and  his  main inspiration Fig(7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

• On the survey question the best theory technique 

which helped you in design thinking, Research 

depend on lectures 9.5% ,Site visiting for similar 

project14.3%,Reading related books 2.4%,Reading 

and analyzing architect projects 31.0%, Lectures 

21.4%,Modeling and Mass simulation 2.4%, Team 

work Project 16.7% ,Individual project for every 

student 2.4% . This question leads us to discuss the 

student field that analyzing similar projects has more 

impact in developing their thinking , the lectures has 

good impact on their improvement 21.4% Fig(8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fig (5)  student opinion on number of theory courses    

fig (6) Did the   technique in teaching design and theory 

impact in your thinking 

fig (7)  student opinion on best technique in 

teaching theory course 

fig (8)  student opinion on the best theory technique which helped 
you in design thinking 
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5-CONCLUSION 

 

In architectural education, the theory of knowledge does not i

nspire creativity to the student at a certain time, and it is not p

ossible to clarify creativity clearly. If the student depends on t

he knowledge he or she receives through regular approaches (

lectures, researches) then the inspirational 

activity of the student is expected longer than using otherappr

oaches to encourage the student's imagination, the results of t

he planning of theoretical courses based on scientific approac

hes without a distance between the actual output the content  

of the Curriculum. 

 However we shouldn't neglect any personal flair or           

imagination. It is difficult to expect an individual improveme

nt from each student, but it is observed that knowledge given 

at the right time in design courses is the result of the quality r

atio of the planning results and good theatrical understanding.

Additionally, giving the student knowledge on time as a 

seminar and team activities, referring the student to study    a

nd developing the habit of clarifying his own thought and  per

sonality of design, having integration between theoretical and

 practical courses and using theoretical and practical knowled

ge in the application of design would encourage a      consider

able amount of innovation for the student. 

In this case study it was found that by use of Teaching Resear

ch Nexus (TRN) as a framework for teaching theory  courses 

with respect to curriculum content and courses aims at impro

ving the teaching technique and organizing the course accordi

ng to identified rubrics and methodology, has a positive outco

me according the student 's opinion and the  level of  design p

roject not only taking into consideration   design principles or 

taking into account the concepts of design or circulation         

inside the projects, or the student's ability to integrate the 

Theoretical subject into his design projects, the student could 

have a different perspectives on how to proceed in 

design projects. 
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